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Phis paper is a continuation of the study made in [38]. Using Douglas’ 
operator range theorem and Crimmins’ corollary we obtain several new results 
on the “square-integrability of operator-valued functions with respect to a 
nonnegative hermitian measure.” Using these facts we are able to extend in an 
important way theorems on the “spectral integral of an operator-valued func- 
tion” which were obtained in [38], to wit, we are able to drop assumptions that 
functions are closed operator-valued. We apply these results to Wiener-Masani 
type infinite-dimensional stationary processes, representing a purely non- 
deterministic process as a “moving average” and obtaining a “factorization” of 
its spectral density. Next, anticipating global applications of our tools, we 
investigate the adjoint and generalized inverse of spectral integrals. Our defini- 
tion of measurability for closed-operator-valued functions plays a key role here. 
Finally, we partially prove a conjecture (J. Multivariate Anal. (1974), 166-209) 
on simpler necessary and sufficient conditions on “when is a closed densely 
defined operator T from Za to .@’ a spectral integral T = J- @ dE?“: Let q be 
finite and E be of countable multiplicity for %‘. Then (i) TX E 9%p each x E gr 
(T is E-subordinate), and (ii) E(B)T C TE(B) each B E D (T is E-commutative) 
implies L,‘T C TLC* each x E .%‘* (T commutes with all the cyclic projections), 
and thus T = J- 0 dE. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The paper is divided into three parts. Part I is composed of five sections: 
In Section 2 we discuss measurability, in Section 3, square integrability, in 
Section 4, the spectral integral, in Section 5, p x q operators, and, in Section 6, 
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the Wold decomposition for discrete q-variate processes, 1 < q < co. Part II 
is composed of two sections: In Section 7 we discuss the adjoint and generalized 
inverse of the spectral integral of a Cld. a-measurable function (defined in 
Section 2). In Section 8 we discuss: “When is an operator a spectral integral 
of a Cld. a-measurable function ?” Part III consists of Section 9, in which the 
simpler necessary and sufficient conditions that an operator be a spectral integral 
mentioned above in the Abstract are proven. 
The reducibility of an operator A from a Hilbert space X to a Hilbert space X 
(where (P, Q) reduces A if P and Q are orthogonal projections over X and X’, 
respectively, and QA Z AP) plays an important role in Sections 2, 7, and 8. 
‘Reducibility and its interaction with the adjoint and generalized inverse of an 
operator are discussed in (1.3). 
In Section 4, we show (among other properties) that the spectral integral 
j @ dE of an arbitrary p x q operator-valued function Q, (i.e., whose values are 
not necessarily closed or densely-defined), 1 < p, q < CO, is always a (linear) 
operator from .W to ~9’9 (where E is a spectral meare for the Hilbert space &?, 
which is “inflated” to the Hilbert space &‘a by defining for x = (x”): E %‘a, 
E(B)x = (E(B)x~~~l). 
To motivate the reader we give a simple illustration of the properties and 
usefulness of the spectral integral based on the results in Section 5. 
ILLUSTRATION. By a p x q operator A we mean a (linear) operator (not 
necessarily closed or densely-defined) from 1,” to Zs2, 1 < p, q < CO [I,” = the 
Hilbert space of square-summable sequences of complex numbers of length q]; 
A = [aij] denotes the matrix representation of A with respect to the principal 
orthonormal bases of I,” and I,“, when this is meaningful, cf. [l, Sects. 26 and 471. 
Let &@ be an arbitrary Hilbert space. We denote by &‘q, 1 < q < 03, the Hilbert 
space of square summable sequences (column vectors) x = (A+):=~ , A+ E &‘. 
It is well known that for p and q finite, a p x q operator A on 1,” induces an 
operator A on Z’q to &‘p defined by Y&Z = A . x (matrix multiplication). From 
our general spectral integral theory we shall deduce (Theorem 5.3) that if A is a 
p x q bounded operator (1 < p, q < CO), then this definition of A remains 
valid and A is a bounded operator on &‘g to 2~ such that A IB = 1 A jB 
[I IB denotes the usual Banach norm of an operator]. However, this definition of B 
is only a special case of the general definition (Section 5) of d as a (linear) 
operator from .#‘a to %‘P for an arbitrary p x q operator A, 1 < p, q < 00 (as a 
spectral integral). In particular, we shall find that if ,A is a closed operator, then 
A is a closed operator and that if A is densely defined, then d is densely defined 
(cf. [38, 5.41 and Theorem 5.5). For x = (x”);f E#~, 1 < q < 00, define 
or =: a(x) = {the (closed) subspace of A? spanned by the components xi of x}. 
It is well known, when q < co, that for x E &‘q and y E u(x) C &’ there is a 
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sequence of complex numbers (a& such that y = C a&, i.e., there is a 1 x q 
operator A such that AX = y. Contrarily if q is infinite there are examples of 
y E D(X) such that no such sequence (ai) of complex numbers can be found: 
[Example. Let (f,JF be an orthonormal sequence in &‘, g, = fs + fk , k > 1. 
Then j0 = limsa..,co (I/n) c:gk E {subspace spanned by g, , k 3 l}. But if (uk) 
is a sequence of complex numbers such thatf, = C,” a,g, , thenf, = (C,” a&a 
and 0 = Cl uk jk , which is impossible. Thus take x = (( l/K)g,)r=., E JP and 
y = fs .] Fortunately, for 1 < p, q < co, x E JP and y E (a$‘, there always 
exists a p x q operator A (not necessarily given by a sequence) such that y = AX, 
cf. Section 5. This shall save the day for us in Section 6 in our discussion of 
q-variate stationary processes, 1 < q < co, allowing the analysis for the case 
q = co to go through in the same way as for q < co. 
For x E &‘g, I < q < co, and JY an arbitrary (closed) subspace of X, define 
(x l-4 = {(xi I -,@QL!_, E &‘*, where (xi 1 &‘) denotes the projection of xi onto 
.M. From the general theory of spectral integrals, cf. Theorem 4.9, it follows for 
a p x q operator A that if x E g(A) [g = domain]; then (X j M) E g(A) and 
(Ax / &‘) = d(x I./Z). It is important to keep in mind that ap x q operator A is 
not necessarily closed or densely defined. 
For the reader interested in applying or generalizing the results in the present 
paper, we suggest, for example, that he look at the following references: [2, 14, 
16-26, 30, 3448, 51, 521. Also consult the references in [38; References [3, 6a, 
6b, 6c, 14, 15, 17, 19-2111. (The author does not preempt the rights to any new 
results!) 
We devote the rest of this section to listing definitions and known or easily 
proven properties which we shall use (besides those given previously in the above 
Illustration): 
1.1. For an arbitrary (linear) operator A from a Hilbert space Z to a Hilbert 
space -X’, gA = Q(A), gA = W(A), and JV~ = M(A) denote, respectively, 
the domain, range, and null-space of A. &(A) denotes gA n (Jval). If A is a 
closed, densely defined operator (cddo), then gA = MA + NA and A is l-l on 
+&‘(A) onto B(A). If A is a Hilbert Schmidt (#.Y.) operator, then the euclidem 
norm of A, 1 A IE, is defined by / A 1: = T(AA*) = r(A*A) (where r = trace 
and * denotes “adjoint”). 
1.2. Generalized inverse cf. [4, 51. Let T be a cddo from a Hilbert space X to 
a Hilbert space X’. Then it may be shown that there exists a unique operator x 
from %’ to X such that 
(9 TX = Pm-) > XT = PA(T) 9 XTX = x. 
[For a linear subset Sp of X, PY is the idempotent linear operator defined on 
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Y + YA by P9x = x for x E Y, Pspx = 0 for x E +F.] The operator x of this 
theorem is denoted x = T# and is called the generalized inverse of T. T+ is a 
cddo. T# may be defined by T# = PMtT)L . T-l * PHtT) , where T-l is the 
multivalued inverse of T. We note that 9( T#) = W(T) + W( T)I and W( T#) = 
d(T) = Br n N;;L. It may be shown that 
(11) (T#)# = T and (T#)* = (T*)#. 
If W( T) is closed it follows that T# is a bounded operator on X’. If A is a bounded 
operator on X to .X’ such that W(A) is closed, then 
.qA#) = w(A*) = .N(A)I = W(A*A), 
(III) &“(A+) = &‘-(A*) = B(A)* = A’-(AA*), and 
A# = (A*A)#A* = A*(AA*)#. 
If A and B are cddo’s from X to X’, then 
(IV ACBandB#CA#=>A=B, 
(V ACB~~~A+CB#*JV(A)=JV(B),&(A)C~(B),~~~W(A)CW(B). 
1.3. (Generalized) Reducibility and orthogonal sums. The following definitions 
and theorems have been formulated by the author and are simple generalizations 
of the classical theory where S? = X’ and P = Q; refer to [33, p. 302; 11, 
pp. 40,451 for reducibility, and to [3211, pp. 37-481 for orthogonal sums. Let A 
be an operator from a Hilbert space .X to a Hilbert space F’. We say that (P, Q) 
reduces A if (i) P and Q are orthogonal projections over X’ and X’; respectively, 
and (ii) QA C AP. The following results are readily proven: 
(I) (P, Q) reduces A o (I-P, I-Q) reduces A. 
(II) Subspace characterization of reducibility. Let A, JY denote, respec- 
tively, the ranges of P and Q. Then (P, Q) reduces A 9 (i) 
(ii) A(& n ?A) C M, and (iii) A(&!‘- n 9,J C XL. 
(III) Reducibility and the adjoint and generalized inverse. If A is a cddo and 
(P, Q) reduces A, then 
(1) (AP)* = A*Q and PA* C A*Q (i.e., (Q, P) reduces A*), 
(2) (AP)# = A#Q and PA# C A#Q (i.e., (Q, P) reduces A#). 
(IV) Orthogonal decomposition. If A is a cddo and ((Pa , QJ} is a family 
of pairs (Pm, QJ such that (Pa , QJ re d uces A for each OL and I = C P, , 
I =CQa,then 
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(1) A = C (AP,)[x E B(C AP,) if C 1 AP,x I2 < co and in this case 
(C APJx is defined as C (AP,x)], 
(2) A* = C (A*Q),) = C (@a)*, 
(3) A# = C (A#Q,) = C (AP,)#. 
(V) Orthogonal composition. Let (A,) be a family of cddo’s and {(Pm , QJ} 
be a family of pairs (Pa, QJ such that (P,, QJ reduces A, for each (Y and 
I = C P, , I = C Qa. Then A = C A,P, is the unique cddo such that (i) 
(Pa , Q=) reduces A for each 01 and (ii) AP, = A,P, for each 0~. 
1.4. Operator range theomns. We thank W. Anderson for the preprint [2] of 
his joint paper with Trapp, which brought the following three operator range 
theorems to our attention. 
(I) Operator mnge theorem (Douglas), cf. [8; 10, p. 2581. Let A and B be 
bounded operators on Hilbert spaces X and .X’, respectively, into a Hilbert 
space &‘. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) %A) C g(B), 
(2) AA* < hBB* for some constant h > 0, 
(3) A = BC for some bounded operator C on X to Z’. 
(II) Co~olkz~y (Crimmins) [IO, Theorem 2.21. With A and B as in (I), 
W(A) + W(B) = 9(AA* + BB*)‘/2. 
(III) COROLLARY [IO]. Let M, N be bounded nonnegutiwe hermitian (self- 
adjoint) operators on a Halbert space s?. Then 
(1) &?M1J2 C 9?N112 9 M < UV for some constant h > 0, 
(2) .s%!(MI/~) + W(N112) = &‘(M + N)W. 
1.5. Throughout this paper a will denote a u-algebra of subsets of an arbitrary 
set G. E will denote a spectral measure on S? for a Hilbert space Z’, i.e., E is 
orthogonal projection valued, strongly countably additive, E(D) = 1, and 
E(B) E(C) = E(B n C). The symbol v shall always denote a u-finite non- 
negative real measure on 9. If M is an operator-valued function on S+, M < v 
means v(B) = 0 =S M(B) = 0. 
1.6. We recall some definitions and results from [38]. For x = (xi)i9_i E .#* 
(1 < 4 < co), i.e., jl x /I2 = xi 1 xi I2 < co, we define by “inflation” E(B)x = 
(E(B)&)“, . For x E %P, y E SD (1 < p, 4 < co) we define the Gram matrix 
(x, y) = [(xi, yj)] (the matrix of inner products), and (when p = q) the inner 
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product ((x, y)) = T&Y). It follows that the function M, defined on ~9 by 
K!(B) = (E(B) x, JqB)x) = [(E(B)x”, xy ( considered as operator-valued on 
Z,,2) is a q x q nonnegative hermitian measure of finite trace. We define 
YE = {the subspace of %’ spanned by E(B).@ as B and i vary}; when E(B) = I 
for B # 0, we denote Ya = a2 . We denote by L, the projection on .&’ with 
range Yz and by L,p the projection on &‘p with range 9Z?p = (Yz)P. 
1.7. In general we shall abbreviate so by s. 
We note that the above definitions of Yap and LsP shall play an important role 
later, starting in Section 4; also, see the Abstract. 
I. EXTENSIONS OF PROPERTIES OF THE SPECTRAL INTEGRAL AND AN 
APPLICATION TO STATIONARY PROCESSES 
2. Measurability and the Generalized Inverse 
Recall the definition of a p x q operator from the Illustration in Section 1. 
2.1. DEFINITION. By a p x q function @ on 9 we mean a function whose 
values are p X q operators. We say 
(a) @ is Bd. %meuswabk if (i) the values of @ are bounded operators and 
(ii) @ is strongly measurable, i.e., for 4(w) = [&,(w)], each bii is a &@-measurable 
complex-valued function, cf. [38, Definition 6.11, 
(b) 0 is &‘.Y..%neasurabZe if(i) @ is Bd. g-measurable and (ii) the values 
of @ are Hilbert-Schmidt operators, cf. [38; 2.1,2.2], 
(c) @ is Cld. B-tneawrabZe if @ is a pointwise orthogonal sum (as in 
(1.3) IV, V) of a countable family of Bd. a-measurable functions, whose values 
are closed range operators, more precisely, if (i) @ is cddo-valued and (ii) there 
exists a countable family of pairs (Pn(w), Q%(W)) of Bd. .%%measurable orthogonal 
projection-valued functions such that (P,,(w), Q,(w)) reduces O(w) for each w 
and each n, C P, = 1, C Q,, = I [By 1.3 IV, it follows that Q, = C (OP,J 
pointwise.], (iii) for each n, @P, is Bd. a-measurable and (iv) for each w and each 
n W(@(w)Pn(w)) is closed. 
2.2. Remark. (a) Definition 2.1(c) is more natural than it looks. We shall see 
(Theorem 2.5) that @ is Bd. &Y-measurable * @ is Cld. $&measurable. In 
Theorem 2.4 we shall see @ is p x q Cld. @measurable 3 O* and @# are 
q x p Cld. &measurable. In Part II, we shall see (Theorem 7.1) that @ is 
p x q Cld. g-measurable a the spectral integral A = so @ dE is a cddo from 
&?J to ,%?p such that A* = Jo O* dE and A# = Js, @# dE. In Section 8, we 
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shall see that: E is of countable multiplicity and A is a cddo from &Q to JP 
(1 <p, q < 00) such that L,pA C AL,0 (i.e., (Lm, L,*) reduces A) for each 
x ES’ =S there exists a unique (a.e. (E)) p x q Cld. B-measurable function di 
such that A = J-o @ dE. 
(b) It may be shown that the type of measurability in Definition 2.1(c) 
implies the type of measurability in [29; Definition 1.21. However we do not know 
whether the converse implication holds. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let Cp be a p x q Bd. 9?-measurable function on fi such that 
W(@(w)) is closed for each W. Then W-(w) is q x p Bd. g-measurable on Sz (and 
B?@#(uJ) is closed for each u). 
Proof. cf. (1.2) (III), it readily follows as in [49; Theorem 21 that for each w 
such that Q(w) # 0, the sequence of operators 
B7s(w) = j. [I - 
@*(co) G(w) p CD’*(w) 
1 @(w)I; I PGiry n = 1, 2,... 
converges in the Banach norm / IB to W(w). Thus since B,(w) is q x p Bd. g- 
measurable on its set of definition we are done. Q.E.D. 
2.4. THEOREM. @ is p x q Cld. BGneasurable on D + @# and CD* are 
q x p Cld. %measurable on Q. 
Proof. This follows immediately from (1.3) (IV), 2.3, and (1.3) (IV), (1.2) 
(III), [38; 6.2(a)]. Q.E.D. 
In the next theorem we show that @ is p x q Bd. %measurable implies that Q, 
is p x q Cld. ~-measurable. 
2.5. THEOREM. ,Let @ be a p x q Bd. Smeasurable function on Q. Then 
(a) there exist two bisequences (P,,)“, , (QrJm, of orthogonalprojection-valued 
functions such that (i) each P,, is q x q Bd. g-measurable and each Qn isp x p Bd. 
~-measurable, (ii) I = Gym P*(W), I = Cl Q,,(w), (iii) for each n and each w, 
QJw) B(w) C G(W) P,+(w), and (iv) @J(W) P,(w) is a bounded operator with cZosed 
range for each n and each CO, 
(9 Q(w) = C @(w> P&-J> 
(c) W(w) = C (O(w) P,(w))+ = 2 @#(CO) Qn(w), where each (@P,)# = 
WQ,, is q x p Bd. ~-measurable. 
Proof. (a) @(w) has a unique polar decomposition, @(p(w) = U(U) H(w), 
where H(w) = (o*(w) @,(~))l/~ is q x q Bd. a-measurable (cf. [38, Lemma 9.3 
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and proof of’ Theorem 2.9]), U( w is a partial isometry with M(U(w))l = ) 
W(H(w)) and W( U(U)) = W(@(U)). Furth er , f or each w there is a unique spectral 
integral representation H(w) = J’to,m) tF,,,(dt), where for each w F, is a spectral 
measure for 1,“. For a half-open interval (a, b], we denote its spectral measure by 
F,(a, b] (for a fixed w). Let P,(w) = F,(l/(n + l), l/n] for 1z = 1,2, 3 ,..., 
P,(w) = F,(I n I, 1 n 1 + l] for n = -1, -2 ,..., P,,(w) = 1- En+,, P,(w). 
Since for each fixed t, F,,,(,- co, t] is the strong limit of a sequence of polynomials 
in H(w) (respectively, on each set of a sequence of disjoint measurable sets on 
which / H(~)ls is uniformly bounded, cf. [23, p. 276]), it follows that each P, 
is 4 x 4 Bd. k&measurable. Let for each n # 0, QJw) = projection onto 
=@T@(w> Pn(w))- T o see Q%(U) is p x p Bd. s-measurable, let (c&’ be a dense 
sequence in ZU2. Let (x~(w));~ C I,” be the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization of 
(O(W) P,(w)c,,&, . Then for each c E Z,“, QJw)c = Cz=r (c, x,(w)) X,(W). So 
Qn is Bd. g-measurable. Let Q,,(w) = I - CnZO QJw). 
By the definition of each P, , it follows for n # 0 that s(H(w) PJw)) = 
B?(Pn(w)) and thus by the definition of the partial isometry U(w),9(@(w)P,(w)) = 
U(w) m+J) p&J>, = VW> -@(P&J)) is closed. Further, it follows that 
W(@(w)(I - Pm(w))) C a(1 - QJw)). Thus for x E 9(@(w)), we have (dropping 
the fixed argument w) 
Q,@x = Q,,@(Pn + (I - P,,))x = Q,,@P,x = @P,x. (*) 
Thus Q,(w) Q(w) _C @p(w) P,(w) f or each w and each n. (b) and (c) follow 
immediately. Q.E.D. 
2.6. Remark. It is readily deduced that U(w) in the proof of 2.5(a) is p x 4 
Bd. :%-measurable. 
Proof. [Since Q(W) = U(W)H(W), we have a*(w) = H(W) U*(W) and thus 
U*(W) = PxcH(o))l . U*(w) = W(W)@*(W) since A”(H(w))l = g(H(f.0)) = 
W(U*(w)). Since by Theorem 2.5 H+(W) is an orthogonal sum of Q x q B- 
measurable functions, we are done.]. 
We shall need the following two results in our discussion of square-integra- 
bility in Section 3. 
2.7. THEOREM. Let @ be a p x q Cld. g-measurable function on 52 and Y 
be a p x r Bd. $&measurable function on 52 such that WY(w) C W@(W) for each W. 
Then 
(a) R(w) = @#(CO) . Y’(w) is q x r Bd. .%tneasurabZe, 
(b) when p, q, or r isJinite R(w) is q x r H.Y. &measurable. 
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Proof. (a) Since Y(U) is bounded and W(U(w)) C 9(@+(w)), it follows that 
R(w) is bounded for each w. Further by (1.3) (IV) (3), 
R(~) = (c ww) Mu))+) yew) 
where each (@P,)# is 4 x p Bd. g-measurable, by 2.3. 
(b) When p or 4 is finite it follows that @ and @# are &‘.Y.-valued. 
Clearly if r is finite, R is &Y.-valued. Q.E.D. 
2.8. THEOREM. Let Q(W) be an arbitrary p x q function on 52 and let R(w), 
S(w) be, respectively, q x r, q x s Bd. @-measurable functions on Sz such 
that @R, @S are, respectively, p x r, p x s &‘.Y. 9Gneasurable. Then 
@(RR* + SS*)1/2 is p x q &‘.Y. &%measurable. 
Proof. Note by (1.4) (II) 9(RR* + SS*)li2 = C%‘(R) + si?(S) everywhere. 
For each w define T(w): 1,” x ls2 -+ 1 ,” by T(w)[a, b] = R(w)a + S(w)b. Then 
clearly T(w) is bounded operator-valued and weakly measurable. Further 
%?(T(w)) = ~(R(w)) + @S(W)) everywhere. Thus by (1.2)(I) 
@(RR* + SS*)l12 = QT. T#(RR” + SS*)l12, 
where @T is &‘.Y.-valued and weakly measurable (from the hypothesis) and 
T#(RR* + SS*)1/2 is bounded operator-valued and weakly measurable (similarly 
as in the proof of 2.7). Q.E.D. 
3. Square-Integrability with respect to q x q Nonnegative Hermitian Measures 
1 < q < CO. By a q x q nonnegative hermitian measure M on g we mean a set 
function M on A? whose values are q x q X.9. nonnegative hermitian operators 
such that M is countably additive,in the euclidean norm 1 IE and has finite total 
variation with respect to 1 Ix . In this section M and N denote q x q nonnegative 
hermitian measures on 9 such that TM(B), TN(B) < co each B ~99. Y shall 
denote a measure on a such that M < v and N < v, cf. (1.5) and M’ and N’ 
shall denote the unique a.e. (v) q x q .x?.Y. a-measurable derivatives such that 
M(B) = se M’(w) dv (Bochner) N(B) = sB N’(W) dv (Bochner) for each B E 8, 
cf. [38; Corollary 2.61. Recall [38, Theorem 2.91 that M’1/2 and N’r/a are 
4 x q ti.9. a-measurable functions on 1;2. We recall the definition [38, 3.11: 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let v be any measure such that M < v and let @ be an 
arbitraryp. x q function on IR. We say that @ up x qL2,M if 
(i) @M’1/2 is p x q 2.9. B-measurable a.e. (v) (i.e., except perhaps on a 
set of zero v-measure), and 
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(ii) &, 1 @M’l/z 1: dv = ss, T[OM’~/~(@M’~/~)*] dv < CO (where we omit the 
set of zero v-measure mentioned in (i) from the domain of the integral). 
Confer [38; 3.63, p X q L,,, is a Hilbert space under the inner product 
((D, Y)), = j- T[@M’~/~(YM’~/~)*] dv 
if we identify @ and Ywhen @M’llz - YM’lj2 = 0 a.e. (v). For @, Y up x qL,,, , 
the integral JQ, dMY* = (@, Y), = j’ (cDM’~/~)(YM’~/~)* dv (Bochner) exists 
and satisfies 
W y>JM = @, yjM and I(@, yh IE < II @ IIM II YllM9 cf. [3& 3.4,3.51. 
(3.2) 
We proceed now to the presentation of several new useful results. 
3.3. THEOREM (domination and addition of measures). Let @ be a p x q 
function on Q. Then 
(4 @EL,., and M(B) < AN(B) each B E 9 for some fixed positive 
X 3 @ E L2,M and 
s 
@dM@* <A @dN@*, 
s (1) 
(b) Q, EL,,, and Q, EL~,~ s Q1 EL~.~+~ and 
j-@d(M+N)@*=/@dM@*+I@dN@*. (2) 
Proof. (a) From the ,hypothesis, it follows that M’(w) < xN’(w) a.e. (v) and 
thus by (1.4) (III) %‘M’l12(w) cWN’112(~) a.e. (v). Let (@,J be a sequence of 
simple functions converging to @ in L,,, , cf. [38; Corollary 3.111. Then it 
readily follows that (OJ is Cauchy in L,,, . Let Ybe its limit in L,,, . Then 
there exists a subsequence (djnk) such that in I lE, cD,~M’~/~ -+ YM”j2 a.e. (v) 
and @nkN’1/2 + ON’1/2 a.e. (v). But 
@,,$J’W z c&,,$‘l” . (N’V)# M”/2 + @N’1/2 . (N’l/Z)# &I’ll2 
= @M’lj2 a.e. (v). 
So Y=@inL,,,. Since (1) is true for @ = 0% , it follows on letting n -+ 00 
that (1) is truesfor @ since sQn dM CD,, 7 s @ dM @* in 1 1s , cf. (3.2). 
(b) Note that by hypothesis @M”J2 and @N”12 are p x q 2.9’. 2% 
measurable a.e. (v). Hence by 2.8, it follows on letting R = M’1/2, S = N’1/2, 
that @(M’ + N’)r/2 is p x q 2.9. g-measurable a.e. (v). 
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Further, 
(@(M’ + fly”) . (@(M’ + N’)l/2)* 
= @(@(M’ + iv))* 
= @(@M’ + @N’)* 
= @(@M’)* + qmlq* 
= @M’1/2 . (@M’V)* + @iV1f2 * (@N’l/“)* a.e. (v). (3) 
But thus, cf. Definition 3.1, on taking the trace it follows that 0 EL,,,,, . 
By integrating the first and last terms in (3) it follows that (2) holds. Q.E.D. 
We shall use the following result in Section 5. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let A be ap x q operator. Let @ be defined on 52 by 0(w) = A. 
Then WM’1/2(~) _C WM112(Q) a.e. (v), and AM112(Q) E .%?..Y. s- CD EP x q L,,, 
and 
s 
A dM A* = AM’/“(G) (A&P(8))*. (3.5) 
Proof. Let (A,) b e a sequence of p x q &‘.Y. operators such that 
I(A - A,) M112(Q)l, -+ 0, i.e. A,M1/2(Q) -+ AMlp(Q) in 1 jE , cf. [38, Corollary 
3.1 I]. Then 
s 4% 
- A,) M’(u)(A, - A,)* dv = r((An - A,) M(rR)(A, - A,)*) + 0 
as m, n + co. So there exists a p x q function !P such that ?P% I A, -+ Y in 
L 2,M . Thus there exists a subsequence (A& such that AskM’lp(~) --t !PM”p(w) 
a.e. (v). But 
A,,JW+) = A,lcM’l”(Q)(M1$Q))# M’+u) 
-+ AW/2(Q)(M~~2@2))# M’~+J) = AM”12(u). 
So ?P = @ inL,,, . Equation (3.5) follows from (3.2). Q.E.D. 
3.6. Remark. Concerning the hypothesis in Theorem 3.4, it is true when 
q < co, that 
WM’112(w) = 9%4’(w) C .‘G?M(Q) = 9?M1P(Q) a.e. (v), 
cf. [35, Lemma 3.2(b)]. However, this is generally not true when q = co as we 
show in the following example: 
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3.7. EXAMPLE. For q = cc, we shall exhibit a q x q nonnegative hermitian 
measure M on the Bore1 subsets of s1 = (0, 27r] and a derivative M’ of M with 
respect to Y = L/2n(L = Lebesgue measure) such that9M’1/2(8) n WM1/2(Q) = 
{0} everywhere, while WM’lp(t9) is one-dimensional everywhere and 9~12(sZ) 
is dense in E2: 
Let X(d) be the P-valued function on 9, defined by X(8) = [I, (l/2) eie, 
(l/3) eiaB,...] (’ = transpose). Let M’(B) = X(0) *X(0)* (* = conjugate 
transpose), i.e., M’(B) = [(l/m%) ei(nz-n)e]&-l. Then M’(B) > 0 everywhere, 
and 1 M’(f?)lE < 1 X(0)1, . 1 X(e)* IE = C (l/n”) = +/6 everywhere. Actually, 
since 9@?‘(B)) = (space spanned by X(e)] is l-dimensional, 1 M’(e)le = 
1 M’(0)lB = TM’(B) = f/6 everywhere. Further, 
M’(0) (&?/2n) = diag(l/n2)z==, . 
So Mi12(G) = diag(l/n)T-‘_, . Now, suppose for a fixed 8, WM’l12(8) C zZMl12(i2). 
Since %kPJ2(B) = 9ZM’(f9), th is means X(8) must belong to BMlP(Q). Thus 
there must exist b = (b,,);f E Z2 such that X(0) = (MlP(Q)) - b, i.e., 
[l, (l/2) eie, (l/3) eize ,... ] = [b, , (l/2)&, (1/3)b, ,... 1. 
But then b, = ei@-ne, n = 1, 2,..., which contradicts b E P. 
The next theorem is the measure theory analog of Crimmins’ result, Theorem 
(1.4) (II), describing the range of Mlp(SZ). 
3.8. THEOREM. B?M112(SZ) = {b : b = J(M’1/2(~)) -f(w) dv, f~LJl,2)}. 
Proof. Define T:L,,,(Z,2) + I,” by Tf = s (M’llz(w)) *f(w) du. Show T*: I,” -+ 
~5a,~(Z~~) is defined by T*b = (M’1/2(w)) * b each b E 1,“. Thus 
TT*b = j- M’(w) - b dv = (1 M’(w) dv) - 6 = M(G)b. 
Thus since TT* = M(Q), it follows by Theorem (1.4) (I) that W(T) = 
WMll2(Q). Q.E.D. 
The next two theorems give further conditions under which (3.5) holds. 
3.9. THEOREM. Let A be a bounded p x q operator on 1,“. Then AMlP(Q) E 
X.9’. 9 O(w) = A E p x qL,*, and in this case Eq. (3.5) holds. 
Proof. We leave this to the reader. 
3.10. THEOREM. Let A be a closed p x q operator. Then CD(U) s A E L2,M * 
AMl$Q) ~2.9’. and Eq. (3.5) holds. 
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Proof. By hypothesis (AM”/“) Mf112 and (AM’1/2)(AM’112)* are Bochner- 
integrable with respect to v. Further A is a closed operator (under composition) 
from 4 x r &‘.Y. to p x Y &‘.y. for each r. Thus we may apply Theorem 
[15, Theorem 3.7.121 obtaining AM(Q) = j(AM’1/2(~))M’1/2(~) dv. So by 
taking the adjoint, (AM(Q))* = J M’1/2(~)(AM’1/2(~))* dv. Again using [15, 
Theorem 3.7.121, A(AM(Q))* = j AM’112(~)(AM’1/2(~))* dv = B; where B is 
bounded, hermitian on 1,“. But AM112(Q) is closed densely defined and 
AM112(Q) * (AM’/“(Q))* _C A(AM(Q))* = B. But thus since B is bounded, 
the inclusion actually is equality. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem on the composition of integrands is crucial for Section 4, 
Theorem 4.4. 
3.11. THEOREM (Composition). Let (i) Y and CD be Y x p andp x q functions 
on fl’, (ii) @ Ep X qL,,, , and (iii) N(B) = sB Q, dM@*. Then (a) YE r x p L,,, - 
Y@ E Y x qL,,, , (b) in this cuse 
j- Y dNY* = 1 YW dM(??‘@)*. (1) 
Proof. Note N’ = @M’1/2(@M’1/2)* a.e. (v) and thus by (1.4) (I) %?@M’1/2 = 
9I?hr’11a a.e. (v). Thus by 2.7 it follows that YN’lJ2 is Z.9’. a-measurable a.e. 
(v) 9 Y@M’lj2 is H.Y. a-measurable a.e. .(v). 
[Proof. 3: Y@M’l12 = (YN112) * ((N’1/2)# cDM’~/~) is the product of an 
.#.Y. &measurable a.e. (v) and a Bd. %measurable function a.e. (v). 
< : YNV = Y(@M’li2) * (@M’l12)# N’l/“]. Further, in this case 
yNv(yjjTv)* = y(yw)* 
= Y(Y@M’1/2(@M’1p)*)* 
= YcDM’~/~(Y@M’~/~)* a.e.(v). (2) 
Thus, by taking the trace in (2), we see YE L,,, o Y@ EL,,, . By integrating 
in (2) we get (1). Q.E.D. 
4, Extension of the Properties of the p x q Spectral Integral 
S’PdE, 1 <p,q< co. Referto (1.5) and (1.6). W e recall the following theorem 
and definition from [38], cf. (1.6) for the definitions of M, and .yz”. 
4.1. ISOMORPHISM THEOREM [38; 4.101. Let x E %‘g. Then for each 
@ up x qL2,,z , the stochastic integral j@ dEx (E&P) exists, cf. [38; 4.7,,4.8], 
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and the correspondence @ + J @ dEx is an isomorphisnr from p x q L2,*, onto ,Q 
such thatfor @, YEP x qL2,Me 
(a) (J @ dEx, s Y dEx) = s Q, dM, Yy* and 
(b) ~~~‘p.dEx-~sYdEx~~ =I\@-!+. 
4.2. DEFINITION [38; 5.11. Let @ be an arbitrary p x q function on J2. We 
define the p x q spectral integral 6 = J Q, dE to be the mappiw from %q to .%‘s 
on the domain 96 = {x: x E &‘q and @ EP x q Lz,M,) defined by the equation 
(J @ dE)x = J 0 dEx (stochastic integral). 
The first theorem of this section shows that 6 is always a linear operator from 
&‘e to .z?P, without having to assume @ is closed operator-valued a.e. (E> as in 
[38; 5.5, 5.61. 
4.3. THEOREM (extension of [38; 5.21). Let C? be a p x q function un 9. Then 
6 = J @ dE is a linear operator from .%?a to ~6’. 
Proof. Clearly, x E 96 * cx E 96 and &J(CX) = c#x. We next show that 
x, y E .F@& => x + y E 96 and 6(x + y) = 6x + @y: By [38, Theorem 5.2(b)] 
(1) M,+,(B) G V’G(W + MAWI each B ~99. 
Since @ EL,,,= and @ E LzSM, , it follows by 3.3(b) @ EL~,~,+~ . Thus by (1) 
and 3.3(a), @ EL~,~ =+I . Let (Q),J be a sequence of simple functikrs converging 
to @ in L,,, +, . Then a,, + @ in LzSMe , L,,, 2 Y Y , and L,,, =+v . Hence, since 
j@&(x+y) = j@,dEx+ j@,,dEy, 
the desired result follows on letting n -+ CO. Q.E.D. 
The following two results drop the requirement in [38] that Y be closed 
operator-valued a.e. (E). 
4.4. THEOREM (extension of [38; 5.7, 5.8, 5.91). Let Y and Q, be r x p and 
p x q functions on 52. Then 
(a) ??@ cGGI$ 
(b) g** =g6nB&. 
Proof. We first prove (b) i.e., that x E g& and #x E 99 9 x E 94 and 
x E lay&@ . But this follows immediately from 3.11(a) on defining N(B) = 
se @ dM.$j* = Ma,(B). To prove (a) let x E 994 and let (Ym) be a sequence of 
simple functions converging to Y in r x p L,,, . Then it follows from 3.11(b) 
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that rU,@ -+ Y@ in L,,, r and thus using s ?Pn dE (J @ dEx) = s Y%@ dEx, cf. 
[38, Theorem 5.7(3)], we are done on letting n + 00. Q.E.D. 
4.5. COROLLARY (extension of [38,5.10]). Let (i) Y be an Y  x p function on Q, 
(ii) Q(w) bep x q Bd. 9%measurable a.e. (E) such that j @(w)JB ,( K < co a.e. (E). 
Then p6 = &? 
Proof. Since & is bounded it follows by 4.4(b) that L9ed = 96 n 9~ = 9~~ . 
Q.E.D. 
Before proving the next theorem of this section we need the following three 
basic lemmas. [For y E &‘g, note y I yzQ eyi J- 9x (each i).] 
4.6. LEMMA. Let y E &?Q, x E X’, 1 < q, r < co. Then 
(a) y E ynq 9 yV Z 9% 9 yVD C yzp each p, 1 < p < 00, 
(b) y I Xv”,” - % -L % o ygP 1 YzP each p, 1 < p < co. 
Proof. (a) Cf. [38, 4.12, 4.13, 4.141. (b) Note y 1 YzQ >yyi I E(B)xj, 
i = l,..., q and j = I,..., r. Q.E.D. 
4.7. LEMMA. Let x E s+F, 1 < r < co. Then for B ED 
E(B)Lz” = L&,, = L;E(B), l<p<CQ. 
Proof. Since for y = (yi)y E A?‘, we have L,@y = (L,yi)Fz,, (L2 = L,l), 
E(B)y = (E(B)yi)fs,, , it will be sufficient to show 
(1) E(B)Lz = LEcBje = L$(B) on X. 
We need only prove the first equality in (1) since by [I 1, p. 471 it then follows 
that E(B)L, = La(B). We first note that E(B)Yz = 9$8)s . Now let y EH. 
Then E(B)L,y E 9,s(B)z. Further for 1 < j < Y, C E 9, C C B, we have 
(y - E(B) Lzy, E(C)4 = (Y, E(C)4 - (-by, E(C)xj) 
= (y, E(C)xi) - (y, L,(E(C)xi)) = 0. 
So Y - W)J%Y I %mr . Thus -W%Y = LECB,,Y. Q.E.D. 
4.8. LEMMA. Let x E Z?q, y E .Xp, 1 < p, q < co, and let z = L,py. Then 
%(B) G WP) each B ~g. 
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Proof. For each a E I,” (regarded as a column vector), 
K%(B) - IM,(Jw9 4 = w#% 4 - t%(% 4 
= 11 a* * E(B)y 112 - /I a* * E(B)L,Py 112 
= II a* . E(B)Y II2 - IIL&* . E(B)Y)l12 3 0, 
where * = conjugate transpose. Q.E.D. 
4.9. THEOREM (extension of [38; 5.111). Let @ be a r x p function on 52 and 
letxE&‘q,l <r,p,q< axThen 
L,’ ( j @ dE) c (1 Q, dE) LzB. 
Proof. Let y E g& , i.e., @ E r x p&,, . Let z = L,py (E Y*p). Then by 
4.8 and 3.3(a), @E T x pLOsM, , i.e., z E g&, and hence y - z E !2& (since by 
4.3 4 is a linear operator). Thus 
L,4y = L,‘@z + ( y - 2)) = L,‘& + L,$( y - 2) 
= L,‘& = 4.z = &L,Py, 
where the third equality follows since &(y - z) E Y’zPz 1 9??r by 4.1 and 4.6(b), 
and the fourth equality follows since &z E e C 9$, cf. 4.6(a). Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section by proving the following generalization of [38, 
Theorem 6.7(a)], with the hypothesis that “a is closed operator-valued a.e. (E)” 
necessarily changed to @ is p x q Bd. @measurable a.e. (E) since we have 
dropped the requirement that “E is of countable multiplicity.” 
4.10. THEOREM. Let @ be a p x q Bd. W-measurable function on S2. Then, 
6 = f @ dE is u bounded operator on .%?q to JW’ such that 16 le = K o 
ess sup 1 @(w)\~ = K < 00. 
Proof. Follow the proof of [38, Theorem 6.7(a)]. “Lemma A” is valid 
[“a.e. (v)” replaced by “a.e. (E)“]. Replace “Lemma B” by “Lemma B”‘: 
16 Is = K < 00 > 1 @(w)le < K a.e. (E). 
[Proof by contradiction. Let C = {w: I @(w)jg > K}. If E(C) # 0, there 
exists x E &q such that E(C)x # 0. Let v = TM,. So V(C) = TM,(C) = 
I/ E(C)x iI2 # 0. Consider 6 I slq (--&p), where tii = Yz . Then E is of 
countable multiplicity for J’& and by [38, Theorem 6.71, ess sup 1 @(w)/~ < K 
(where the ess sup is taken with respect to Y = TM~). But this is impossible 
since V(C) # 0. Thus E(C) must be 0.1 Q.E.D. 
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5. p x q Operators acting from &‘Q to &‘P, 1 < p, q < co 
In a given discussion we may have two distinct spectral measures E and E’ 
(for the same Hilbert space ~9’) defined on two distinct measurable spaces (C?, 9) 
and (A, GZ), respectively. There is no possibility of confusion of the spectral 
integrals s @ dE and J Y dE’ = sA Y(A) E’(dA) in this case; however, we must add 
the appropriate spectral measure as a subscript to distinguish YSyE from 9&, , 
and Lz,E from L& . 
In this section we consider the case where A = {Al} is composed of one point 
and E’{&} = I. For short we may write E’ = I. We shall denote 9$ = u@(x) 
where U(X) = {subspace of &’ spanned by the components xi of x}. We make the 
following 
5.1. .DEFINITION. Let A be a p x q operator. Then we define the linear 
operator A from z?a to A@ by A = JA @ dE’, where Q, is the p x q function on A 
defined by @(A,) = A. 
The following result readily follows from [38, Definition 5.11. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let A be ap x q operator (1 < p, q < CO). Then (a) x E 9(A) 
if and only if A(x, x)1/z EP x q ti.9’. (b) for x E 9(-d), Ax = lim+, A,, . x 
(matrix multiplication) where (A,,) is any sequence of p X q 2F.Y. operators on 
I,” such that 1 A,(x, x)1/2 - A(x, x)l12 IE ---f 0. [By [38, 3.111, there exists such a 
sequence W.1 
The isomorphism Theorem 4.1 shows that for each y  E u”(x), there exists a 
p x q operator A such that y  = Ax. 
When A E p x q X.9’. it follows immediately that AX = A* X. The following 
theorem shows that this remains true when A is a p x q bounded operator on la2. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let A be a p x q bounded operator on 1,“. Then (a) A is a 
bounded operator on .VQ to &‘P such that 1 A IB = 1 A IB and (b) for each x E XQ 
Ax =A*x (matrix multiplication). 
Proof. (a) follows from 4.10. 
(b) Let A = [a& y-I be th e matrix representation of A, (ei}T be the 
principal orthonormal basis of I,” and let P, = the projection onto the subspace 
spannedbytheei,j= l,...,n.ThenP,f Iasn-+pand 
J(P,A - A)(x, x)1/2 IE = I ((x, x))l” A*(P, - I)IE \ 0 as n-+p. 
Further P,A up x q X.9. and EA = [b& where bij = aij , i 3 n, 
j = I,..., q and bij = 0 otherwise. Thus AX = lim,,, p?IAx = A. x. Q.E.D. 
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5.4. Remark. Similarly, as in 5.3, for an arbitrary spectral measure E and a 
function @ of the form Q(w) = SW1 AixBi where the Als are bounded p x q 
operators on I,“, it may be shown that 
I 0 dEX = i Ai * E(Bi)x. i-l 
We note the following interesting result. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let A be a p x q operator which is densely defined on 1,“. 
Then d is densely defined from X’J to tip. 
Proof. If q < co, the result is immediate from 5.3, since A is necessarily 
bounded on 2,“. For q = co, let ( fi)T be an orthonormal basis for 1,” in the domain 
of A, Pi = projection onto the subspace spanned by f<, and Q,, = C: Pt. 
Then AP, E .%?.Y. for each i, so AQn E ti.9. for each n. Further for x E Xq, 
&x --t x, cf. proof of 5.3(b). But by [38, (4.611, (QJ, &x)lp = (Q&c, x)Q,J112 = 
QJQ,,(x, x)Qn)l12. So by Theorem 5.2, Qnx E 9(A). Q.E.D. 
We next show some key relationships between spectral integrals with respect 
to E and E’ = I, respectively. For a p x q operator A, denote d = sA Q, dE’ 
as in 5.1 and denote A^ = so Y(U) E(dw) where Y(U) = A. 
5.6 Remark. A and A^ are both linear operators from .%?‘q to ~9’ (Theorem 
4.3). However, in general 92 # 92: 
Proof. Refer to Example 3.7: Let A = (M112(Q)) * (JW(sZ))#, .%’ = {space 
of sequare-integrable complex-valued functions on IR = (0,27r] with respect to 
v = L/29r where L = Lebesgue measure}. Let x = (A+): E &a where xi = 
xi(e) = (l/i)e+l)e E JJY, i = 1, 2 ,... . Let E be the spectral measure defined on 
the Bore1 subsets of CJ for .%‘, by E(B)y = xB(.)y(*) (E &‘), i.e., multiplication 
by the indicator functions xe . Then it follows immediately that ML.Vi@ = M’(0) 
a.e. (v) and (x, x) = M(Q). Thus by the definitions of A and A, it follows 
immediately that x E 9~ (and Ax = x), while, on the other hand x$9x 
because A&IV/~(O) $ &‘.Y. a.e. (v) (since the domain of AM’1/2(0) (in 12) is not 
Z2 a.e. (v)). 
Fortunately for our application in the next section, we have the following 
result: 
5.7. THEOREM. Let A be a p x q operator, and A be defined as in 5.1 and 
A = Js, Y(w) E(d(w)), where Y(uJ) z A. Let x E 91 (C &“J). Then either one of the 
following conditions implies that x E 9A and A-x = Ax: 
(a) WM~“2(w) C W(x, x)lj2 a.e. (v) 
(b) A is a bounded operator on 1,“. 
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Proof. The details of the proof for (a) follow readily from the details of the 
proof of 3.4. The proof of(b) follows by noting that if P, is the projection on ZP2 
with range spanned by the first n vectors in the principal basis of lp2, then 
P,A E p x q 2.9. for each II, and for each x E &‘@ 
s j(P,A - A)M;*” 1; dv = I(P,A - A)M;‘2(f2)& 0 as n-+p. 
6. Wold Decomposition for Discrete q-Variate Processes, 1 < q < co. 
6.1. DEFINITION. A q-variate weakly stationary sequence (stationary process) 
is a bisequence (fn)z’-a, , f,, = (fni)fSr E .%?g, such that the Gram matrix 
(f,, , fm) = I’,-, depends only on the difference n - m. 
For a stationary process (fn)zDem we define the present and past at time n by 
Jln( f) = {(closed) su s ace of &‘* spanned by A . fm where A runs through the b p 
q x q S.9’. matrices and - co < m < n + l}. A.-J f ) is called the time domain 
of the process (fn)ym . It is well known that there exists a unitary operator 
U = ~~o,2nl e-is E(d0) on H (called a “shift operator” for the process) such that 
for each n, fn = lPfo = (Pf,‘)&, , cf. [37; (2.2, 2.3)]. Denotef, = f. Then it 
is readily established (with respect to the spectral measure E) JZm( f ) = qQ, cf. 
[37;(2.5)].Thusfor--<<<(<<,~~(f)C~~(f)C~,(f)=~.The 
remote past of the process (fJFa is defined by dPm( f) = nTrn Am(f). For 
f E SP and JY a subspace of S’q we denote by (f 1 JZ) the projection off on JZ!. 
The innooation process (g,JYm of (fn)Ym is defined kg, =fn - (fn I A&f )); 
(gJza is again a stationary process with U as a shift operator. 
6.2. DEFINITION. We say that (fn)m, is 
(a) deterministic (singular) if d,+,(f) = &!.J f) for some n [This 
implies that J!-,( f ) = JY%( f ) = dm,( f ) for all n, by stationarity.], 
(b) purely nondeterministic (regular) if d-,(f) = (0) and Jm( f) # (01, 
(c) nondeterministic if for some n, fn $J+r( f) [This implies g, = 
fn - (fn I =,@n-Af )) f 03 --00 < n < a.1. 
The above notation and definitions are taken from Wiener and Masani [511], 
where the case q < co is discussed. Their theorem [511, 5.1 I] on the Wold 
decomposition carries over to the case q = co with only one difference, namely, 
that instead of using p x q matrices to obtain vectors y = A * x E up(x) we must 
use operators A which are generally unbounded (as discussed in Sections 1 and 5): 
6.3. THEOREM (Wold decomposition). Let (f,Jzm be a nondeterministic 
stationary process. Then 
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(a) fn=~,,+v,, whm ~,=(f,,I~-m(f)) ad un ==f,, - v, = 
(fn I ~&)) [recall that kXm is the innovation process of (f,,):, , and note that 
~rJi(4 I ~&)I9 
(b) (uJ, (v~); and (g,) are stationary processes with the same shift operator us 
(fn) such tuut u, is purely nondeterministic, (u+J is deterministic, and (g,) is an 
orthogonal process, i.e., (gm , g,) = S,,G where G = (g,, , g,) = (glc, gK) for 
all k, 
(c) (u,J~- is a one-sided moving average: u,, = ~~~a Akgn-k (see Section 5) 
and /I u, II2 = Cz-,, 1 A,JW2 1: < 00, where the A,‘s are any q x q operators such 
that A,G = (u,, , g-J = (fo, g-J and A,zJX2 E: q x q H.Y., 
(4 d-,(f) = J-,(4. 
Proof. The proofs of (a), (b), and (d) go through as in [511]. We indicate the 
proof of(c): Show for each n, --co < n < co, 
A&) = Jiynk) = f %%l-k) 
k=O 
(orthogonal sum). 
Thus u, = CL, (IL, 1 aq(g,-k)). By the isomorphism theorem 4.1 there 
exists a CJ x 4 operator A,,, such that 
A,,,Gl12 E .z?.Y. and (6.4) 
Further by [38, Theorem 4.191 A,,, satisfies (6.4) if and only if 
A,,J.W2 E S.Y. and (u, 9 &h-k) = &k(&-k 9 h-k). (6.5) 
But since (u,) and (g,) are stationary with the same shift operator U, it follows 
that (% ,&-k) = ho, g-k) and (&-k , b-k) = (go, 80) = G. Thus we may 
choose A,,I, = Ak independent of ?t to satisfy (6.4) for all n.and k. Q.E.D. 
In the theory of stationary processes, the (unique) 4 x 4 non-negative 
hermitian measure M,(B) = (E(B) f .  , E(B)fo) of the process (f,J is called the 
“spectral measure” of the process (an unfortunate naming); Schmidt [48] calls 
it a “nonrandom spectral measure.” We shall next deduce the “factorization” 
of the spectral density M,‘(O) for a purely nondeterministic process (u,J. Note 
that for a purely nondeterministic process (u,J, 6.3(c) is valid. 
6.4. THEOREM (Factorization). Let (un)m, be a q-oat&e purely nondeter- 
ministic stationary process, 1 < q < CO. Then (i) ikl,, < v where v  = L/~?T. 
L = Lebesgue measure (on the Bore1 subsets of (0, 2~1) and (ii) ML,, = W* a.e, 
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(v) where Y is q x q 2.9. &Y-measurable such that 
negative Fourier coe@ients of Y are zero, i.e., 
s 
!P * eim6 d(L/27r) = 0 if 
(o.zsl 
1 Y jE ELM,” n L,,, and the 
m >O. 
Proof. Let U = ~~o,z,,~ e&O E(d0) b e any shift operator for (u,J. Then it 
follows that g, = s e-lne . I * E(d@)g, and therefore 
s 
emims * I * dlM, = (g, , go) = S,,G 
which implies that M, = (1/2rr)G . L, cf. [37, (2.4)(b)]; in particular for v = L/2r, 
M,’ = G a.e. (v). Thus by use of 6.3(c), 5.7(a), and 4.4, we may write 
un = f A;cgn--k = f j- 4 dE gn-, 
k=O k=O 
= !. (1 A, dE) s e-i(n-k) * I * dEg, (6.5) 
= f s Ake-i(n-k) dE go = s 0, dEg, , 
k-0 
where @,, = 1.i.m. C,“. A, e-i(n-k) in L,,,#; in particular u, = s o. dEgo where 
M,’ = (@o@“)(@oG’12)* a.e. (v = L/~P), 1 QoGrf2 IE EL~.~ AL,,, , and the 
negative Fourier coefficients of @,@I2 are zero, i.e., 
s 
(@oG1/2)ei@ d(L/2n) = 0 if m>O. (6.6) 
(Q.E.D.) 
II. ADJOINT AND GENERALIZED INVERSE 
7. Adjoint and Generalized Inverse of the Spectral Integral, J @ dE, 1 < p, q < co 
In this section we deal with the case of Cld. S-measurable Qr’s with no assump- 
tion about the multiplicity of E. We present one main theorem. 
7.1. THEOREM. Let CD bep x q Cld. a- measurable a.e. (E). Then 
(a) 4 = s @ dE is a cddo from .Xq to %‘, 
(b) (@* = & = s@* dE, and 
(c) (d)+ = & = I@+ dE. 
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Proof. (a) The fact that 6 is a closed operator was proven in [38, 5.41. We 
shall show that .9(&) ’ IS d ense in .%9: By hypothesis 0 has a decomposition as in 
2.1(c). Let x E #‘q. Note (cf. [38, proof of 8.11) that (assuming the indices n run 
from 1 to co), Jm = SC: P,, dE 7 I as m -+ co. So for fixed E > 0, there 
exists m such that I( Jmx - x 11 < 42. Let for K = 1,2 ,..., 
Bk = {w: j CD(w) P,(w)lJJ < k, 1 < ?z < m]. 
Since E(B3 7 I as k -+ co, it follows that there exists k such that 
II E&J Jmx - Jms II -=c 42. 
So 11 E(&) Jgr - x (( < E. Further by 4.5, 
where by 4.10 the last integral is a bounded operator. Thus E(&) Jmx E 9(d). 
(b), (c). Let F,, = j P,, dE, G, = f Q,, dE. Then 4F,, = s @P,, dE by 4.5 
and by 4.4(a), 4.5 
Gn# = (j- Qn @) j- @dEC f Q,@dECj @P,,dE 
=(j-@dE)sP,,dE=bF,,, 
where the third relation follows since Qn@ 2 @P, everywhere. It is easy to show 
that C F,, = I, C G, = I. Thus to accomplish the proof it will be sufficient to 
show consecutively (since by (1.3)(IV) 6 = C (#F,)) that 
(i) (I @ P, dE)* = s (@Pn)* dE, 
(7.2) 
(ii) (1 @ P,, dE)* = I’ (@P,$f dE, 
and 
(i) C j (@l’J* dE = j c (@P,J* dE, 
n 
(ii) C s (@P,,)* dE = 1 c (@P*)# dE. 
0 
(7.3) 
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Proof of (7.2)(i). By hypothesis Y = @P, is p x q Bd. g-measurable. Let 
B, = {w: n - 1 < 1 Y(~)ls < n}, n = I,2 ,..., E, = E(BP1). Then &Y_C !&‘E% 
for each n (Em appropriately “inflated”). Thus ?&‘ = x PE, = C j Y(xs,) dE and 
‘P* = c (j” Yxxs dEj* = c j- (Yte,)* dE 
= s c (YxBn)* dE = I’ Y’” dE, 
where the second equality follows as in [38, 6.7(b)] and the third equality is 
easily shown. So (7.2)(i) is proven. 
Proof of (7.2)(ii). By hypothesis Y = drP* is p x q Bd. B-measurable such 
that W(Y(y(w)) is closed everywhere. Thus by 2.3 Y# is q x p Bd. %measurable. 
Let for n = 1, 2,..., C, = {w: 0 < 1 Y(W)/, , 1 Y#(w)le < n} and let B, = C, , 
B, = C, - U,“-’ B, for n = 2, 3,... . Let E, = E(B,). Then !&’ = C (!?‘EJ and 
(‘fi)# = C (pE,J# = C (s Yxs, dE)#. The proof will be completed by showing 
(.I- yxe. dE)j” = .I- (YxB,)# dE: 
[Proof. Let A = s Yxrr, dE and R = j Y #xs, dE. Then by the construction 
of B, and 4.10, A and R are bounded operators. Further by (1.2) (I) we need 
only show that R satisfies the equations 
AR = P.ma) , RA = f’ovw > RAR = R. (*I 
However, by 4.5 and [38, 6.81 AR = J @@#xs, dE is a projection, RA = 
s @#@s, dE is a projection and (RA)R = R, (AR)A = A, from which it readily 
follows that (*) is satisfied (and that W(A) = W(A)).] 
Proof of (7.3)(ii). (The proof of 7.3~‘) 1 is similar). Note that by (7.2)(i) we 
have (6)” = C u @P, dE)# = 2 s (@Pa)* dE. But (@P,J# = @*Q% and hence 
(@# = C,, (s @#Q,, dE) = Cn (s@+ dE)G,, = s @# dE since (G, , F,,) reduces 
S CDS dE for each n. Q.E.D. 
8. Representation of Operators as p x q Spectral Integrals 
We say that E is of countable multiplicity (for &‘) if there exists a vector 
x = (xi); E ZP for some Y, 1 < Y < CO, such that &’ = YE. We recall the 
following 
8.1. THEOREM [38, Theorem 9.1 and (5), p. 2071. Let E be of countable 
multiplicity and let A be a cddo from .%‘q to &‘p, 1 < p, q < 00, such that 
L,pA C AL,q (i.e., (Lzq, L,p) reduces A) for each x E 3’. Then 
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(a) there e&s a p x q function Y which is cddo-valued a.e. (E) such that 
A = s, Y(w) E(dw), 
(b) When q < 00, Y is unique a.e. (E) (out of the class of allp x qfunctions) 
and is p x q ti.9’. %measurable a.e. (E), cf. [38, Theorem (4), p. 2071. 
8.2. Remark. By (1.3) (III), L,eA C AL,q 3 L,qA* C A*L,p and L,qA# C 
A+L,p. So under the hypotheses of 8.1, there exist q x p functions R and S such 
that A* = s R $E and A# = SS dE. The questions arise: “Does R = Y* ?” 
“Does S = Y+?” When q < a, it follows from 8.1(b) and 7.1(b), (c) that 
A* = s Y* dE and A# = s ?P dE. But !P* and Y# are q x p Bd. g-measurable 
and, as in [38, Theorem (4)(a), p. 2071, we may deduce R = Y* and S = Y# 
a.e. (E) (under the assumption that R and S are closed-operator-valued). 
The next theorem along with Theorem 7.1, clarifies the situation. 
8.3. THEOREM. Let E be of countable multiplicity and let A be a cddo from 
&‘q to XP, 1 < p, q < 00, such that L,eA C AL,q each x E 2. Then 
(a) there exists a unique (a.e. (E)) p x q Cld. %measurable function CD such 
that A =s@dE; f or any other closed operator-valued function Y for which 
A =: SYdE, @iYa.e. (E); 
(b) the function @ in (a) is the unique (a.e. (E)) closed-operator-valued 
function for which A = J CD dE and A* = J @* dE, 
(c) if R is a p x q closed-operator-valued function such that A = J R dE and 
A* = J’ R# dE, then for the function CD in (a) 4p C R a.e. (E) and @# C R# a.e. (E). 
Proof. (a) By 8.1 there exists a p x q cddo-valued function R(w) such that 
A =: J’R dE. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 A has a unique polar 
decomposition A = UH where H = (A*A)1/2. H has a spectral integral 
representation H = JIoVrn) tF(dt). Let F, = F(l/(n + l), l/n] for n >, 1, 
F,, = F(j n I, 1 n ] + I] for n < - 1, F, = I - x+0 F,, . By [38, 9.31 it follows 
that L,qH C HL,q each x E A? and therefore that L,qF, _C F,L,q each x E &‘. So 
F, == JP, dE each n, where P,,(w) is orthogonal projection-valued and q x q 
Bd. %measurable, cf. [38; 6.14, 7.11. Let for n # 0, G, = the orthogonal 
projection on .%?P with range g(AF,) = U%!(HF,), G,, = I - xnZO G, . Then it 
follows that 
G,A = G,AF,, + G,A(I -F,) C G,AF, = AF, for n # 0, 
thus for all n, G,A c AF, . Further G, = JQn(w) dE for each n where Qn is 
orthogonal projection-valued andp x p Bd. a-measurable. 
[Proof. Note that for n # 0, G, = (AF,)(AF,)#. But L,p(AF,) C (AF,)LC. 
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Hence by (1.3) (111)(2)L,4(AF,)# C (AF,)#LLSP. ThusL,pG, =L,~(AF,)(AF,)# Z 
(AF,)Lm*(AFn)~ C (AF,)(AF,J#L,p = G,,L,g for each x ES.] Now, 
(1) A = C (AF,) = C (1 RP,, d-$ 
where since AF,, is a bounded operator on .#‘g and RP, is closed operator valued 
it follows by [38,6.7] that Rp, isp x Q Bd. a-measurable a.e. (E). We now show 
that W(R(w) P,(w)) is closed a.e. (E). 
[Proof. W(AF,) is closed for each n. Hence by the statement after (1.2) (II) 
and by 7.1(c), (AF,)+ = s(RP,)# dE is a bounded operator on .%@P. Thus by 
[38,6.7] (RP,)# is Q x p Bd. L&measurable a.e. (E) which implies W(R(w)P,(w)) 
is closed a.e. (E).] We may now complete the proof of existence. 
Define D(w) = C (R(w) P,(w)). S ince G,,AF, = AF, it follows that QJRP,,) = 
RPm C (RP,,) . P,, a.e. (E). Further since 0 = G,G, = J’QmQ,, dE for m # n it 
follows Q,,(W) QJw) = 0 a.e. (E) for m # n; similarly Pm(w) P,(W) = 0 a.e. (E) 
if m # 71. It is also readily established that C P,(W) = 1a.e. (E) and C Q%(W) = I 
a.e. (E). We now note that Q,,@ = Q,@P% + Q,,@(I - P,,) C Qn@P,, = @P,, 
a.e. (E) i.e. Qn@ _C @P,, a.e. (E), cf. (1.3) (V). Thus @ is almost the sought after 
function. To fix things up, let C = the union (countable) of all the sets of 
E-measure zero so far encountered; let the definition of @, P,, , and Q,, stay as 
they are off of C; on C, set 0 = 0, P,, s I, P,, = 0 for n # 0. Then this new 
function @ is p x Q Cld. a-measurable. By (1) it follows similarly as in the proof 
of 7.3(ii) that A = JQ, dE. Further if Y is any p x r~ closed operator valued 
function such that A = J !P dE, then from the fact that AF,, = J@P,, dE = 
J YPfl dE is a bounded operator, it follows by [38, 6.7, 6.14(b)] that @P,, = YP- 
a.e. (E). Thus @ = C (@P,) = C (YP,) C Y a.e. (E), where the last inclusion 
follows since Y is closed operator-valued a.e. (E). 
(b) (and the uniqueness in (a)). Note that for A = J@ dE where @ is 
Cld. a-measurable, it follows by 7.1(b) that A* = J@* dE. Suppose now that R 
is some closed-operator-valued function such that A = JR dE and A* = S R* dE. 
Then AF, = J@P* dE = J RP, dE and by (1.3) (III)(l), (AF,)* = A*G, = 
j-@*Q,,dE = j-R*Q,,dE. Th us by [38, 6.14(b)] @P,, = RP, a.e. (E) and 
@*Q,, = R*Q- a.e. (E). From this we easily obtain 
(2) Q-R C (R*Q,J* = (@*Q,J* = @P, = RP,, a.e. (E), 
i.e. Q,,R C RP,, a.e. (E). So R = C RP,, = C @P,, = CD a.e. (E). 
(c) This follows immediately from (a) since @+ is Cld. g-measurable such 
that A# = S CD+ dE by 7.1(c). Q.E.D. 
8.4. Renmk. In connection with 8.3(c), look at (1.2)(V). 
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III. WHEN IS AN OPERATOR A SPECTRAL INTEGRAL? 
9. Equivalent Conditions for Operator Representation as a Spectral Integral 
The following theorem gives a complete solution to the open question 
mentioned in [38, p. 1691 for the case q = 1 and sheds some light on [25, 
Theorem 1.51. Note that we do not assume E is of countable multiplicity. This 
may occasionally be important, cf. [26]. 
9.1. THEOREM. Let A be a cddo from 2’ to d+‘, 1 < p < co. Then 
L,pA C AL, each x E &’ 9 (i) Ax E 5??P each x E g(A) (A is E-subordinate) and 
(ii) E(B)A C AE(B) each B E @A is E-commutative). 
Proof. 3: Confer [38, Theorem 6.91. +: Let YA = IJzEa(a) Y?. We shall 
first show that 
L,pA C AL, for each y E YA C &’ (Ly = Lyl). (9.2) 
Then we shall show that YA = &‘, by which we will be done. Let x E g(A). 
For y E Sp, there is a (complex-valued) a-measurable function # such that 
y = s tj dEx. Let z E g(A). Then there is a g-measurable function 4 such that 
(1) L,z = j- C# dEy = j+ 4 dE (j. 4 dEx) = s 4 I/J dE x. 
Let B, = {w: 1 +(w) #(w)l < n}. Then by (ii) z, = E(B,)x E S@(A), and by (ii), 
Lemma 4.7 and [38, Theorem 4.11, Lemma 6.101, 
L+, = LVE(B,)z = E(B,) L,z = / 4 4 dEx E g(A). 
B” 
Hence, letting &, = L,z, , we obtain 
(2) L,pAz, = L,pA($,, + z, - 2,) = L,pAI, + L,pA(z,, - &,) 
= L,*A&, = A#,, = ALs,, , 
where the third equality holds since by 4.6(b), YzrVg, 1 ry)y*, and the fourth 
equality holds since by 4.6(a), Yfz C Y;r. Now let n + co in (2). ThenL,rAz, = 
L,pAE(B,,)z = L,pE(B,)Ax ---t L,,pAx, while L+z,, + L+. Thus since A is 
closed, Lg E g(A) and AL$ = L,pAz, i.e., L,pA _C AL, . So (9.2) is proven. 
Now let H = (A*A)1/2, then, cf. [38, Lemma 9.21, g(H) = @A). Further 
by (9.2), cf. [38, Lemma 9.31, L,H c HL, each y E YA , and thus, cf. [38, 
Lemma 6.9(a)], Hx E Sp, for each x E g(H) = g(A). Let T = I + H. Then by 
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[33, p. 3071 or [3211, Lemma 6.4.11, S?(T) = &‘. But g(T) = g(H) z= S(,4), 
and TX E YZ for each x E 9(T). Thus 
(3) s’f = W(T) = u {TX} C u yj. = YA . QED. 
czEB(A) XE!.%-( A) 
The following theorem and corollary solve the open question [38, p. 1691 for 
the case “q is finite” and under the assumption that “E is of countable multi- 
plicity.” Of course the case q = CD is still open. (The author believes the present 
results are sufficiently broad that they should be made available to other 
researchers now, without waiting for refinements or a solution for q = CD.) 
9.3. THEOREM. Let E be of countable multiplicity for SP and let T be a cddo 
from 8’~ to &@P (1 < q < co, 1 < p < co) such that 
(i) TX E 9=p each x E Z& (T is E-subordinate), 
(ii) E(B)T _C TE(B) each B E 9 (T is E-commutative). 
Then there exists a p x q S.Y. 93-measurable function CD such that T = s @ dE. 
Proof. Since E is of countable multiplicity for &‘, there exists z = (xi): E A@ 
such that A? = YZ and consequently &Q = YZq. Let v = rMz. Then v is a 
finite measure on g such that v(B) = 0 * E(B) = 0. Henceforth let all deriva- 
tives M,’ be with respect to v. Confer [38, 2.81, we may assume Mz’(w) 3 0 
everywhere (by changing values on a set of v-measure zero). Then, cf. [38, 2.101, 
Mz’(w) = CL, hi(w) q(w) . q*(w) where each Xi is a g-measurable non- 
negative real-valued function and the ui(w)‘s are co x 1,Z.Y. W-measurable 
such that for each w (ui(w))~-r is an orthonormal sequence of 12. Further 
h,(w) > h,(w) > ... 3 0. For each n, 1 < n < co, let B, = {w: An(w) > 0, 
&+l(w) = 0}, let B, = (w: X,(w) > 0 all n}. Then the B,‘s are disjoint sets in ?# 
such that v(&gm B,) = V(Q) and therefore I = ‘&-+ E(B,). Therefore 
from (ii) and (1.3) (IV)( 1) it follows that T = C (TE(BJ). We shall show that 
for each B, there exists a p x q S.Y. a-measurable function @a such that 
TE(B,) = J- Qn dE. F rom this it follows readily that T = j@ dE where 
@ = c @&*, . 
We shall use distinct methods for the two cases 1 < B < a and 71 = co. 
We now consider rr = co: Let for i > 1, 
(1) wi = s 
q*(w) E(dw)z (6X). 
Then it follows that Mhi,,(w) = S,,&(W) a.e. (v). Let x = (w& , y = (wa+& . 
Let v = {x, y}’ E flq. Then it follows that 
M&c ML M,’ = Mj, Mk, = diag(h,(w))& a.e.(v) 
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is nonsingular a.e. (v) on B, . Since %$ is dense in X*, it follows there exist 
sequences (x&’ S z?& , (y&’ C gr such that x, + x, yn -+ y. Let V, = 
{x, , y,}’ E .%‘e*. Then it follows, cf. [38, proof of 5.41 there exists a subsequence 
of the wr’s such that MA, -+ M, ’ in 1 lE a.e. (v). Denote $(w) = determinant 
Me’, e = v,,, , and denoteKd(w) = determinant M,‘. By Egorov’s theorem, for 
each E > 0, there exists B E g such that v(B) < E and d,(,) -+ d(w) uniformly 
on Q - B. Let (c)r be a sequence of positive numbers such that E, L 0. Then 
Then it follows readily that there is a disjoint sequence of sets (G,) C B such 
that $2 - C G,) = 0 and &(w) --f d(w) uniformly on each G, . Thus it follows 
readily there is a disjoint sequence of sets (C,,Jr, B, = C C,,, , and a sequence of 
pairs of vectors in the domain of T which we shall again denote as x, , ynz such 
that for w, = {xm , ym}’ E A?*, we have M;, is nonsingular a.e. (v) on C,,, . 
Letf = E(C,)x, , g = E(C,,Jy, . Let h E Err (C .&. by hypothesis). Let 
(a,): be a sequence of positive numbers such that a, L 0. Then as in the last 
paragraph (with a changing of the values of the a,‘~) there exists a disjoint 
sequence of sets (D )” r r-r C 9, C, = (J Dz , such that for er = {f + a&, g}’ E A?*, 
M,,’ is nonsingular a.e. (v) on D, . By hypothesis (i) we have 
(4 T(f+d =~fi.!-&! = S(f+g) 
where @, Y, and S may be assumed to be p x q &‘.Y. g-measurable, cf. 
[38,3.9], and vanish on Q - C, (since E(D)f = &f). But it follows from (2), 
cf. [38,4.16] that 
@MjI + YM;, = SM;, + SM;, a.e.(v) 
@M;, + YM;, = SM;, + SM;, a.e.(v). 
But since for z, = {f, g}’ E PQ, M,’ is nonsingular a.e. (v) on C, , it follows that 
@ = S = Y a.e. (v). Next, 
(3) TWJ {(f + 4) + d = &f + a& + %,g = 4f + 4 + g> 
where R and A may be assumed to be p x q #.Y. a-measurable and vanish 
on Q - D, . Similarly as above, it follows that R = ??‘x, I = A a.e. (v). So 
from which it follows that TE(D,)h = Yiolh for 1 > 1. Thus 
(4) 2% = T(ZE(D,))h = Z TE(D,)h = .Z??‘E(D,)h = !&W(D,)h = Ph. 
Thus there exists Y, p x q &‘.Y. @-measurable, such that for all h E gr , 
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TE(C,)h = r&z. Let for K 2 1, Fk = {w: K - 1 < 1 !P(,)js < k} n C, . Then 
for all h e9$ 
TE(F,)h = E(F,) TE(C,)h = E(F,) !f’h = !f’f&h. 
But by 4.10, p2F, is a bounded operator which implies TE(F,) is a bounded 
operator and thus that TE(F,J = ?&f((F,) for all k. Therefore it follows for each m 
that TE(C,,,) = p,,, where !Pm = & YxF, , and consequently that TE(B,) = 
T C E(C,) = 6, where @, = C Y,,,xc, . 
Next we deal with the (finite rank) cases, B, , rz finite: Note that for the 
wd)s defined by Eq. (1) it follows that E(B,)&’ = C,“_,l 9&l)w, . 
[Proof. Note E&J.% = YE,,+ . The conclusion will follow if we show for 
w = (w& that E(B,) w and E(B,,)z are mutually E-subordinate, i.e., that 
Y E(B,h - -%I& * But this is readily done by using theorem [38, 4.231 and 
letting 0 = [u,(w)~ ... 1 Us].]. Now define for i = l,,.., 4, j = I,..., 12 the 
vectors ~i(~-i)~+~ = (&wj)L1 E Z*, i.e. vi = (wi , 0 ,..., 0)‘, w2 = (wa , 0, . . . . 0)‘, 
V - (w, , 0 ,..., 0)‘, v,+~ = (0, w1 , 0 ,..., 0), etc. n- 
Now consider &? = .%‘q as a single Hilbert space for E. For x = (x& E &r 
denote fi&?) = [((E(B)x, , E(B)x,))]~,~-~ , where ((E(B)x, , xi)) = ~(E(l?)x, , q). 
Similarly denote pz8 = {subspace of &? spanned by A * X, where A varies 
through the s x r 2.9’. matrices). Define z, = (r&!~i (~9~9). It readily 
follows that 
where the &‘s are complex-valued functions such that & EL,,G~(~ )a 
9 .E(B,)~~ I &(B,)~~ if k # 0. Further 
n ) (since 






(nq x 4 a.e. (v). 
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so JLJ )U has rank nq a.e. (Y) on B, . Since 9r is dense in 2 = .@* it follows 
there ex& sequences (~~k)i=~ C 2 n 9r such that ~,b + ok for. each K. Define 
X m = (xmk)iil E tin*. So x, --t v in A+*. It follows as in our earlier discussion 
for the case B, , that there exists a disjoint sequence of sets (Cr):, , B, = 2 Cr I 
and a corresponding sequence of vectors with their components in the domain of 
T, which we shall again denote as (xr)~-r (C .@“*) such that for I > 1 
(5) rank fiche,),, = rank A?&,,0 a.e. (v). 
But since E(CJx, E E(CJZ@~ = $$cc,Iu, it follows from the mutual sub- 
ordination theorem [37, (l-12)] by (5) that E(C,)v E 5s$,12, . Thus E(CJv = 
.I-@ WE(G) 1) h x w ere we may assume that @ is an nq x nq .%“. 9. .%measurable 
function such that @ = 0 on &) - Cr . Let for K > l, D, = {u: k - 1 < 
1 @(w)Ie < R} n Cr . Then it follows for & = [&I that on D, for each q, 
I +ij(w)l < k. Thus 
(6) (E(D,)Vi);:l = E(D,)v = E(D,) E(C,)v = j+ Qi dE(E(D,)X, 
But by [38, 6.101 JD,+ij dE xf E 9r and thus by taking the appropriate linear 
combinations it follows from (6) that for each i E(D,)o, E 9r . By hypothesis (i), 
for 1 < i < nq TE(Dk)v, = piE(Dk)r$, w h ere ?Pi may be assumed to be p x Q 
2.9. %measurable and yi = 0 on G - Dk . Let for N 3 1, 
FN = (w: ) Yi(w)IB < N, i = I,..., nq} n D, , 
Gr = Fl , Gs = F, - Fl ,..., GN = FN - UF-’ Fk . Then on each GN , 
1 Yli(w)la < N for all i. Thus for each i, 
T E(G,) E(Dk)wa = E(G,) TE(D,)v, 
= E(G,) qiE(Dk)vt = ??‘dE(GN)vi = JGN Yi dE vi. 
But since !&c is bounded and T is closed, it follows, cf. 138, proof of 6.101, 
that =%q,~~~ E %r for each i. But thus E(G,)&‘* = Cy pEtcNjVi E 9r. Thus 
TE(G,) is closed and defined on all of .%?*. So TE(G,) is bounded. Moreover 
TE(G,) is E-subordinate. So by [38, 6.141 there is a p x Q Bd. O-measurable 
function R, such that TE(G,) = s RN dE. Thus TE(Dk) = T C E(G,) = 
JS, dE, where Sk = c RNxGN. Thus TE(C,)= TX E(D,) = J W, dE, where 
W, = x Skkr,, . Finally TE(B,,) = TX E(C,) = J @, dE, where on= C Wlxc, . 
Q.E.D. 
6831614-7 
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9.4. COROLLARY. Let E be of countable multiplicity for S? and let T be a 
cddo from .Sq to .3? (1 < q < 03, 1 < p < co). Then the follow& conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) (i) TX E Y,p each x E S$ (T is E-subordinate), 
(ii) E(B)T _C TE(B) each B E S? (T is E-commutative). 
(4 There exists a p x q function Cp such that T = s @ dE. 
(3) There exists a unique (a.e. (E)) p x q function @ such that T = J Qi dE; CD 
is p X q 2.9. 3%measurable a.e. (v). 
(4 L,PT _C TL,q each x E 2” for some r, 1 < r < co. 
(5) Lnp C TL,q each x E ST for all r, 1 < r < 03. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): By 9.3. (2) =+ (5): By 4.9. (4) e(5): By [38, p. 207(5)]. 
(5) Z- (1): By [38,6.9]. (5) G- (3): By [38, p. 207 (4)(a)]. (3) s (5): By 4.9. 
9.5. Remark. (a) We leave it to the reader “to see” that if E is concentrated 
on one or a countable number of points, then the assumption that “E is of 
countable multiplicity” may be dropped in Theorem 9.3 and Corollary 9.4. 
(This “seeing” involves walking through the proofs.) 
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Note added in proof. (1) THEOREM (extension of 4.8). Let K be any bounded operator 
on S’ to .@ so that E(B)K = KE(B) all B E 1 and define K(a) on Z’q by “inflation,” i.e., 
Kx = K(PJx = (Kx‘): for x E @. Then Mx.(B) < 1 K le* . M,(B) each B E 1. 
Proof. Follow the technique in 4.8. 
(2) COROLLARY (extension of 4.9). Let K be as in (1) and 0 be an arbitrary p x q function 
on X2. Then 
:.j 
K(@lf @d&X(j @dE) K”‘. 
Proof. By (l), 3.3, and 4.2, x E s(4) implies Kta’x E g(6). Thus Cp GL,,M=+M~~ and 
similarly as in 4.3 the result follows. 
(3) THEOREM. Let A be an arbitrary subset of X, Y;r = {s&space spanned by fl(B)y, 
B E 9, y E A}, Ld = proje&m onto 9’. Then E(B)LJ =, LEtB)d = LdE(B). 
Proof. Similar to 4.7. 
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(4) THEOREM (extension of 9.1, 9.2, 9.3). Let K be as in (I), E be of arbitrary multiplicity, 
q be finite, and T be a ca’do from .%“a to .@’ such that (i) TX E 9%” each x E O(T) and (ii) 
E(B)T C TB(B) each B E 9. Then 
K”‘T G TK”‘. 
Proof. Letxeg(T),(y3? CB(T),y, -+ K’p’x. Let (z&~ C 2 such that yZm 1 yZfl , 
m Z n, MS,, < MS1 , all n, and Z,,ysfi ;1 yZ u Y;ca U (U$Q. Defme each n T, : 
9,; + ys9 on g(T,,) = ,5:&C@(T)) by T,(Li”x) = L;Tx. T,, is smgle-valued and linear. 
Since q is”finite and (s 4 * I dE)T,, C Tn(s 4 . I dE) for a bounded I-measurable complex- 
valued function 4, it may be shown T, = $ @s dE for each n; in particular that we may 
take 9, = @r for all n, where @, is p x q .F. Y. I-measurable. Thus 
T L:,,, C Z,, T,, Lzm = Z,, a1 dE L;. = 9, dEL$,,, . 
Let B, = {w: [ 6, IE ( m}. Then as k --f 00, E(B,)yk + E(B,)K’@x and 
T E(B,,,)y, = j- @I dE yk + 1 ‘& dE K’Q’x = K’*’ E(B,)Tx. 
4lz *VII 
So TE(B3K(*‘x = IPE(B,)Tx and letting m + 03, we are done. 
(5) EXAMPLE. Theorem 9.2 fails when p = p = coin the case where .Z is a 2-dimen- 
sional space, say, with orthonormal basis {z, , z&. proof. Let A C B be cddo’s on la, 
A # B (cf. [50, p. 481). Define T:.%‘” + Xw on O(T) = 5@(A) * z1 + 5@(B) * zp by 
T(a * zr + b . 2s) = (Au) * .q + (Bb) * ze , i.e., cf. Section ‘5, 
Clearly OT C TO, IT C TI and TX = Ax E o, O” for x E g(T). However T # c for any 
cddo C. 
(6) Theorem (4) is unresolved in the case where q = co, p < CO. 
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